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In this article we are interested in the homology groups of the group GA*(k) of 
automorphisms of the polynomial ring k[x, y ] preserving the field k. We shall 
introduce a simplicial complex B,(k) which is a natural structa:,r’c;: for the action of 
GA,(k) (automorphismsof k[xl, . . . , x,]). It is h0pe.f that B, (k :a . ‘- contractible; and 
olue expects consequently au isomorphism 
N,(G&(k)) =&j@&(k)) 
mod p-torsion where p = char(k). We shall show this in case n = 2. Our results 
depend on the results of [9] in which a set of generators for GAz(k) is determined. It 
follows then quite easily from [?I that GA*(k) has the structure of a free product with 
amalgamatior! (see also [3, 4, lo]). Relating the homology of GAz(k) to that of 
GLz(k) is then afforded by methods of Quillen [S, 61. I would like to thank D. Wright 
for several helpful comments. 
1. 
We describe briefly now the simplicial complex & (k) for the action of the group of 
automorphisms of k[xl, . . . , n,,], GA,,(k). 
efinition. A partial transcendence set QI~, . . . , CY/ is a set of tr?inscendental eEe- 
ments of k[xl,*. . . , x,] for which there exists a complimentary set &+I, . . . , & in 
k[x 1,. . . , x,] so that k[al, . . . , ~1, &+I,. . . , &I= lrC[xl, l . . , x,]. 
.efinition. An admissable vector space is the k-subspace of k[xl, . . . , x,] generated 
by 1, al,. . .p ai (121) where ~‘1,. . , al is a partial transcendence set. 
Consider the partially ordered set (by inclusion) of admissable vector spaces in 
k[xz , . o . , x,]; let n(k) be the simplicial comple:s associated to this poset, i.e., a 
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q-simplex consists of a chain of admissable vector spaces 
k s V*’ VI c l l ’ = vq s k[Xl, . . . , x,]. 
It is apparent that dim B,(k) = rt - 1 and also that GA,(k) acts on B,(k) with a 
fundamental domain the n - 1 simplex obtained from 
k-tkxl~k+kxl+kX*~-*~k+kxl+***+kxn. 
As we suggested above, it is conjectured that B,(k) is contractible. One could 
weaken that and ask if B,,(k) is connected; this is equivalent to asking if GA,,(k) is 
generated by the stabilizer subgroups of Vi = k + kxl + 0 9 l + xi, GA,(k) vi, i = 
1 ¶ l ’ l 9 n. Unfortunately, nothing of this sort is known for tt > 2. We can describe the 
stabilizer subgroups however. It is easily seen that GA,(k)v, is the group of affine 
transformations of k”, Aff n (k). In order to describe GA,(k) vi, i s n - 1 we need the 
following easy lemma [4]. 
Lemma. If R is a domain, then the group of automorphisms of R[x] presewing R is 
{crIo(x)=ax+b, aER*, beR}. 
Thus we see that by applying an affine transformation to CT E GA,(k)v, we may 
assume it fixes x1, . . . , xi and thus is realized as an element in GA,-i( k[xl, . . ‘. , Xi]) 
(automorphisms of k[xl, . . . , x,] fixing xi,. . . , xi). Hence 
GA,(k)vi =Affi(k) l GA,-i(k[xl, l l l 9 Xi]) 
(t>e group generated by these two subgroups). More explicitly+ 
a(~,)) = a,x, + PJxl,. . . , x,,-I), a, E k”, 
Pc, E k[xl, . . .y x,-11)* 
We note that if A E Aff n (k) then A is determined by a nonsingular n x n matrix (aij) 
and a translation vector (bl, . . . , b,) so that 
Axi=alixl+azix2+* 0 l +a,ix,, +bi 
for i = 1, . . . , n. In case n = 2 we shall denote GAz(k)v, by fi. 
For later use, we shall describe some natural subgroups of GA,(k). Let GAO,(k) 
denote the subgroup of augmentation preserving automorphisms and 
SGA,(k) = ker(GA,(k) ,J\ k*), 
where J is the Jacobian determinant. 
SGAi(k) = ker(GAE(k) A k*) 
In this section we show that G.a2(k) has a decomposition as a free product with 
amalgamation by showing first that B2(k) is a tree. We paraphrase the theorem of [9]. 
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This result guarantees that Bz(k) is a connected graph*. 
In order to prove B*(k) is a tree it is sufficient to show :fI(B2(k)) = 1. To see this 
consider a loop in Bz(k) based at Vo = k + kx + ky ; this consists in giving a sequence 
of admissable spaces Vo Wo VI l - l V, W,Vo where we may assume without loss otf 
generality that dimk Vi = 3, dimk W;: = 2, W&, cl/l: generate vl:, i 2 1 and Vl: # Vi+,. 
We may also suppose that Wo = k + ky. We can choose elements ai E k[x, y] so that 
Wi=k+kai and K=k+kai+k ai-1. It follows frolm <the lemma of 8 1 that there 
exists unique ci E k *, Pi E k[x] SO that ai+ 1~ ciai- 1-b Pi (ai); by our assumption 
Vi # Vi+1 it follows that deg Pi > 1. Let d (Vi) be the maximum degree of thte 
polynomials in Vi. It is easy to see rthat d( Vi+ 1) 2 d( Vi:,- But, then we see that 
l=d(Vo)ad(Vn)s* l l ~d(Vi+l)~d(Vi)~.*gsd(Vo)=:l; 
hence d( vl:) = 1, i = 1,. . . , n so that Vi = Vo. Thus it is impossible to have a 
nontrivial loop in B*(k). We have shown then 
Theorem. Bz(k) is a tree. 
Now we may apply the theorem of Serre [7]. 
Theorem. Suppose a group r acts without !nversiolYts OIZ a tree T with fundamental 
domain an edge 
e 
vo Vl 
then r=r&, *r, ruI (and conversely). 
The groups fVO, rO, are the stabilizers of the vertices vo, vll respectively and 
r, = rUO n rU1. To say that r acts without inversions means that the: vertices of T are a 
disjoint union of {&} and (I3r). To say that T has a! fundamental domain the edge e 
means that the edges of T are {re}. 
In our case the action of GAz(k) on the tree B*(k) clearly has fundamental domain 
0 e 
k+kx k+kx+ky 
and acts without inversions since GAL(k) preserves the dimension of an admissable 
subspace. We conclude then 
heorem. GAz(k)=Aff(k)*BB where B=&Aflr”p(k). 
We can easily obtain similar results for certain subgroups [5, Chapter 11. 
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GA;(k) = GL2(k) *&*, 
SGA:(k) = SL2(k) *fcsB” sli3’, 
SGA2(k) = SA&(k) *sB S”B. 
The descriptions of the factor subgroups above is via restriction from the cor- 
responding factors in GAz(k) to the appropriate subgroups. 
3. 
Our concern now is to relate the homology of GA2 to that of GL2; a stable version 
of this relation would be of some interest in K-theory [l]. 
First, recall that there is a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of homology groups for 
a group which is a free product with amalgamation. In our case this sequence is 
l l l Hn(B)-+Hn(Aff2(k))$H,(&~H,(GA~(k))3H,-1(B)+ l l . 
Our first aim is to show that the natural maps 
Kz(B)+H,(& 
are isomorphisrns mod p-torsion, p = char(k). Recall ;hat 
l? = (a E GA2(k) 1 a(x) = ax + 6, c(y) = cy +P(x)}. 
We can construct a homomorphism from B onto the subgroup * 0 0 
J = o*o 
ii P * 0 1 
of the affine group via 
a 0 0 
J(u) = oco 
b 0 1 
for 0(x, y) = (ax +b, cy +P(x)). There is then a commutative diagram of ,group 
extensions 
l+k[x] &+ J+‘l 
t t II 0 * 
The groups , B are easily seen to be semi-direct ucts; the action is given by 
(.c -b/a) for J(a) as a 
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[5,6). Let V be a vector space over a field of characte.ristic zero, G a subgroup 
of GL( V) containing the transformation h1, h not a root of unity then 
H*(GKV)=H*(G). 
(G K V denotes the semi-direct product of G acting 0~2 V.) 
In characteristic p>O there is a similar result if we ignore p-torsion. 
Lemma. Let V be a vector space over a field ofchwracu?ristic p > 0, G a group acting on 
V, then 
H* (G K V).s H* (G) mod p-torsion. 
The proof of this lemma easily follows from a.n examination of the spectral 
sequence for a group extension. 
Corollary. H*( GL, (k)) = H*(Aff ,, (k)) mod p-torsiorz, p = char k. 
We now apply the lemmas above or more precisely “relative” versions of them to 
the diagram (*) above to conclude that 
is an isomorphism mod p-torsion (p = char kr. It follows then from the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence and the corollary above that 
Theorem. H,(GA2(k)) = H*(GLz(k)) mod p-torsion, p = char k. 
Similarly we apply the same techniques to the groups GA:(k), SGA:!(k) and 
SGAg(k) to obtain: 
Theorem. 
H,G&(W =H,(GL2(k)), 
H*W&W) = H,dSMkN, 
H,(SGAz(k) = H,(SAffz(k) mod p-torsi’on (p = char k) 
(H&U&(k)) WY*(SL,(k)) mod p-torsion, p=:char k > 0.) 
ne easy consequence of these isomorphisms is ‘{hat SGAz(k) is a perfect group if 
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4. 
In this section we shall relate information from the previous sections to under- 
standing the lower central series for GA*(k) and some of its subgroups. If G is a 
group let Go = G, Gn+l = [Gn, G], then 
..~<G,,+l<G,,*.~<G1<G 
is the lower central series for G. 
From results of Stallings [8] we know \ 
Theorem. Suppose the homomorphism of groups p: H + G induces an isomorphism 
HI(H) + HI(G) and a surjection Hz(H) + Hz(G), then 
and 
Thus, from the main result of the previous section with H = GLz(k), G = GAz(k) 
(or GA!(k)) it follows that Gi - SGAz(k) (respectively SGAi(k)) for iz 1 and 
char k = 0. 
Consider then the filtration of GA:(k) induced by the maximal ideal m = (x, y) of 
k[x, y]; GA:(k) acts on m and GAi(k)m” c tn” for all n 20. We have homomor- 
phisms consequently 
qPn: GA:(k) + Aut&t/ntn+l). 
Define GAg(n, k) = ker g,,, n 2 1. This gives according to the results in [2] a 
descending central series for r = 6Ag( 1, k). It is conjectured there that this is in fact 
the lower central series for K We shall show this is not the situation atall by 
comparing r/r’ with I’/GAz(2, k). Theorem 2.11 of [2] asserts that I”GAg(2, k) is a 
vector space over k oE dimension four (in case char k = 0). It follows easily from the 
group-theoretic structure of r described below that r/r’ is a vector space over k of 
infinite dimension. Recall that GA:(k) = GLz(k) *Eo I?‘; put 
r. = rn 13’ = {a E GA;(k) 1 a(x) = x, a(y) = y +x’P(x), P(x) E k[x]}, 
(r. == k [xl). 
eorem. 
r= ns~(kja-lroa 
(P’(k) is the set of matrices in GLz(k) consisting of (d y), CY E k and (y A)). 
, 
. According to the results of [7] every subgroup r of a group G = A *cB acts 
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on the tree T associated to G so that r is the f-undamental group of a graph of groups 
T/K The vertices of T/F correspond to the double cosets A\G,V’ and B\G/r while 
edges correspond to C\G/E Associated to each vertex or edge is the stabilizer of the 
corresponding double coset; the stabilizer of Agr (resp. Bgr, CgT) is lk g_lAg 
(respectively, Tng-‘Bg, rn g-‘Cg). For the situation at hand r= 
ker(GAiL GLz(k)) and G = GA;(k) we have G/r= GL2(k> and 
GLz(k)\G/r={l}, J?‘\G/r= B’\G/r= P’(k). ‘Thus T/r is 
with a, b, c, d 9 9 l E P’(k) where 
t-e 
vo Vl 
is the fundamental domain for T/G. The associated stabilizer groups are rU, = {l}, 
r,, = (0, r,,, = a-‘roa for a E P’(k). It follows easily then that r is the free product 
as described. 
Thus 
r/r =ktl(r) = Q Hl(ro) = 13 roe 
ad(k) clEP’(k)l 
(Note that this description requires no hypothefsis on the characteristic of k.) 
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